Cluster for 2004 chevy tahoe

We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Instrument Cluster part. Shop Chevrolet Silverado Instrument Cluster. Showing 1 - 9 of 9
results. Sort by:. Part Number: A12L This Part Does Not Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. S , ,
Product Details Notes : S , , , , , , , S Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Feb 09, Instrument
cluster. Best price, good product, and friendly customer service. Purchased on Dec 21, Jan 26,
Good value and fixed my parasitic battery drain. I'm far from an expert on cars but have done
several repairs on my own and this one was very easy to do. The reason I replaced my cluster
was that the old one was drawing amps when the car wasn't running and draining my battery.
Once you remove the dash cover, it's 4 screws and a wire connector. That's it. I had it in my
head that the film over the face was a wax-like material so I went to pop it off and broke the edge
of the plastic cover in the process. It's on the side so doesn't affect function at all. My fault but
would have been nice to have some sort of direction that it was film. Still, I own that mistake.
The odomoter works fine and does not draw any amps. I went through the entire reset process
but it wouldn't work. I contacted customer service and was told to see a mechanic. That seems
odd for a basic plug and play device and poor response. Up to that point, the technical support
had been great. Despite it all, the value was great and cheaper than other alternatives. John
Bahney. Purchased on Nov 07, Dec 25, I am happy with the dash, but I still haven't received a
return label to send the old one back. Are you sending it to my e-mail address? Tom Hendrick.
Purchased on Dec 01, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. Very annoying to not see how fast you are driving nor able to see how much gas is
left in the tank. The gas gauge suddenly starting going back and forth like a windshield wiper. It
was either the gauge cluster or the sending unit requiring a change to the fuel pump , so I went
with the cluster. The cluster was relatively cheap and easy to replace and it fixed the problem at
least until the sending unit did fail a few years later. My speedometer quit working back in Sept I
still can't figure out with me being the sole owner of this Tahoe since I bought it off the lot in ,
they couldn't find me to tell me there was a "special policy" but they could find me to pay my
taxes and anything else related to the vehicle!!!!!!!!! I then contacted General Motors to even see
if they would help pay some of the repair but they declined!!!! So, I guess I will just continue to
drive around with no speed check! I just bought a Chevy Tahoe 2 weeks ago, with-in the first 24
hours the speedometer was way the heck off. Guess they didn't feel this was a danger cause
they wouldn't give up one of their "courtesy" loaners! How courteous of them!! Okay, this is a
serious problem for hard working Americans Anybody interested in a class action lawsuit
please call at Let's do something about this! Also all that think going to Ford will solve the issue
Guess again!! My uncle just bought 2 years ago a Ford and it's cluster did the same thing. So
did his last Ford. So let's do something I understand lights go out but make it where it does't
take an act of Congress to fix. It should be as easy as replacing a bulb. Pull the cluster of
course. BS this was not recalled. The lights fail on the dashboard, steering wheel and heater
controls. Real problem is you cannot repair or replace them unless because they ar not user
friendly. Purchase extended warranty and just as it expired the darn thing gave out, typical
Chevy has a recall on instrument cluster failure and has extended the warranty to miles or 7
years. Chevy refused to repair mine because of the mileage, The issue is not a mileage thing it
is a time thing, whether corrosion or faulty circuit board. Please notice the time element when
failures occur. Chevy not helpful at all, Last one for me. If you have a for-profit service, contact
us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Replace stepper motors, bulbs, backlighting, and dim odometer displays. How To Get It
Fixed - this page talks more about this problem and how to get it fixed for way less than the
stealership charges! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Condition is
Remanufactured. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to
Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 27, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Remanufactured Brand: Chevrolet. Back to home page Return

to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Remanufactured. Ended: Jan 27, PST.
Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
Item location: Upland, California, United States. Seller: gile Seller's other items. Cannot find a
standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Your item is repaired and shipped back the
same day it arrives in our facility compared to our standard 1-business day turnaround, which
ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We take the guesswork out of choosing the
correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure proper fitment. Our return label includes free
pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule online for your convenience. Is your Chevrolet
Tahoe instrument cluster no longer working correctly? If so, we offer two fast repair service
options with our lifetime guarantee:. Both of our rebuild and exchange service options consist
of:. Our rebuild and exchange service options are the easiest way to get back on the road and
the ONLY way to avoid a trip to the dealership. These instrument clusters have a common
problem with the gauges sticking, giving incorrect readings, or not working at all. Replacing the
unit is not the best solution because many of the replacement units often use the same faulty
components as the original cluster. Replacing incandescent bulbs with LEDs offers many
advantages. LED lighting has a much longer lifespan, is more efficient, operates at a cooler
temperature, and is available in multiple colors. Although most LEDs are highly directional,
which can cause bright and dark spots in a gauge cluster, our LEDs are specially designed to
provide a degree distribution of the light. This technology provides an even backlighting, as can
be seen in our actual product photos to the left. If you would like LED backlighting for your
instrument cluster, just select the color you want from the drop-down menu above. All full sized
vehicles Avalanche, Silverado, Suburban, Tahoe come equipped with a transmission
temperature sensor, but the instrument cluster is not set up to display the information. We offer
an upgrade which includes adding the transmission temperature gauge, a new faceplate, and
calibration of the gauge. This upgrade requires no additional wiring or parts for your vehicle.
Please give us a call if you have questions regarding this upgrade. If your vehicle currently has
the transmission temperature gauge, there is no additional cost associated with the rebuild.
These issues are repairable but are not part of our standard rebuild. At Circuit Board Medics,
our focus is on excellent communication, fast turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to
achieving these goals is ensuring that we have customers' contact information and payment
before beginning any repair order. Watch our video to learn more about how our repair process
works and how we can help to get your vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly.
Disclaimer: We are not responsible for lost, delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our
facility without an order number. Our rebuild service includes all new backlighting, new stepper
motors behind each gauge, and several upgrades to protect the odometer and gear level
indicator PRNDL from fading or becoming dim. We are also offering an upgrade from standard
incandescent backlighting to LED. We offer a lifetime warranty on the functionality of the cluster
and gauges. We look forward to serving you. We also offer an optional LED upgrade to the
backlighting with three different options: white, blue and green. Please call us with any
questions and pricing for your specific vehicle. Our no-hassle warranty covers the functionality
of your module for life. For clusters, if any of your gauges or odometer display fail, we will
repair them again. In the rare occasion that the item is not repairable, we will either replace the
circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion. If light bulbs fail after
repair, we will be happy to replace them for a nominal fee. See Details At Circuit Board Medics
we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result
is a refurbished component with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a
question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will
be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and
we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in
or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund
for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid
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ion to add this product to your cart. Transmission Temperature Gauge:. My cluster has a
Transmission Temperature Gauge. Please add a Transmission Temperature Gauge. Buy in bulk
and save. Both of our rebuild and exchange service options consist of: All new backlighting
New stepper motors behind each gauge Several upgrades to protect the odometer and gear

level indicator PRNDL from fading or becoming dim. Transmission Temperature Gauge Upgrade
All full sized vehicles Avalanche, Silverado, Suburban, Tahoe come equipped with a
transmission temperature sensor, but the instrument cluster is not set up to display the
information. Click here for PDF Instructions. Chevy Instrument Cluster Repair Chevy Instrume
Warranty Top of Page Warranty Our no-hassle warranty covers the functionality of your module
for life. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue
instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair?
Get A Quote.

